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PREFACE 

Thanks for your trust and buy from us the auto bag inserter.  

This manual explains its basic structure, usage and operation precautions for safe, correct use 

of the machine and improves the service life of the machine. Please read this manual before 

using the machine. Please ensure that the manual is delivered to the final operator. In the 

hands of the person, the contents of this manual are subject to change without prior notice 

due to technical updates. 

The automatic bag inserter uses the M-type PE film as the main packing material. The 

machine is automatically inserting bag into the carton, the square barrel, the drum and the 

plastic basket. The machine is simple in structure, convenient in operation and easy to 

maintain. It is widely used in oil, powder, food and other industries to achieve the 

good-looking package and high efficient packaging solution. 

 

SAFETY PRECAUTION： 

1.1. Before operating the machine, the operator should read this manual carefully.  

2.2. The operator must not place the body part in the machine's operating position while 

operating the unit. 

3.3. Maintenance personnel must read this instruction manual carefully during maintenance.  

4.4. When loading and unloading the PE film and normal maintenance or repair, be sure to 

press the stop switch for safety. 

5.For non-trainers, do not approach or touch the machine at will.  
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This machine has been specially designed: it only needs to be cleaned and maintained 

regularly (linear motion module is filled with grease every day. Moving parts: timely 

lubrication and maintenance), the operator must use the machine according to the manual, it 

can save a lot of unnecessary Trouble. We hope that the manual will help you operate the 

machine correctly to extend the life of the machine. 

 

 

 

 

SIMPLE EXPLAINATION OF ACTION 

The bag inserter is a bag making and inserting machine, which manually puts the film roll 

into the film magazine, and then automatically conveys\position\sealing\cutting 

bag\adsorption\lifting\insert into the carton\bag check. Automatic and manual operation is 

option through the touch panel controlled by the operator. Manual operation is used mainly 

for testing (When the size of the carton changes), confirming the positioning operation of the 

machine according to the size of the carton. When the film enters the conveying mechanism, 

it is automatically pulled out by the motor. After the film is positioned, the sealing and 

cutting mechanism of the machine cuts off the film and completes the automatic bag making. 

The left and right film clamping mechanisms respectively suck the two faces of the film, 

pulling left and right to make the bag open, at the same time,the lifting mechanism moves 

upwards, finally the bag is inserted on the carton. After the bag inserting is completed, the 

lifting mechanism is lowered, and the carton will be output from the machine.   
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1.The machine features： 

 

 

This machine is a series of packaging machine with automatic bag making and bag inserting 

function. It is single machine operation, economical and efficient.  The main parameters are 

as follows: 

Packing speed：4-6ctn/min 

Carton height：200-300mm； 

Carton length：260-420mm； 

Carton width：200-300mm； 

Machine dimension：2000mm*1500mm*1800mm； 

Power supplier：220v  4.5KW 

Air supply： 6KG/cm
2 

Packing material：M Type PE film(Softening agent and opening agent should be added) 

Machine weight：420KG 
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2.Description of machine structure and adjustment： 
Seize film entrance   Film feeding mechanism   Seize film exit 

Conveyor 

Control box   Lifting device        Touch panel   

Bag width adjustment 

 

Carton separating cylinder                          
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    Seize film mechanism 

 

                          

  Rotating structure           Rotating slide table and cylinder 
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3.Machine operation process 

3.1Feed and discharge film 

1）Load the film on the magazine 

2）Feeding the film as the following Picture 1.2.3 

3) Leave some part of the film on the exit 

 

         Pic1                     Pic2 

  Swing the lever here to tighten the film 

       Pic3 
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3.2Inserting bag position adjustment instruction 

1）Input an empty carton on the lifting mechanism as Picture 3.11 shows. 

2）Feeding the film on the machine, and leave some part of the film on the exit. 

3）Open the machine,Click “ manual operation”,then click “lifting up”to make the carton lift 

close to the bottom of the film seizing mechanism. 

4）Loosen “bag width adjustment” screw,move it left and right,to make sure the film seizing 

mechanism can clamp the film. Normally it will keep around 15~20mm waste film.  

   

    Pic 3.11                     

5）After finishing the adjustment above,click“Automatic operation”，and click“Sealing one 

time” to cut off the waste film. 
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3.3 Electric control adjustment instruction 

1）Make sure the machine is well supplied with electric power and air source. 

2）Switch on the Touch panel. 

3）Below is the home page of the touch panel.  

 

It is including the following 4 parts：Operation,Information,Parameter,Page jumps. 

Operation: 

Start:Click “Automatic”to make the machine insert the bag automatically. 

Stop:Click“Stop”to stop the machine while working automatically.  

Reset:Clear all data to zero 
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Send film manually:When the machine is in standby mode,click one time,it will release a part 

of film.  

Seal one time:When the machine is in standby mode,click one time,it can cut off and seal the 

bag. 

（Please operate the machine carefully） 

 

Information: 

Alarm：When the machine alarms,the indicator light will be on(Red light)  

Production:Record the QTY of the bags are inserted into the carton(With power-off save 

function) 

Stop:Under the touch panel,it is the emergency stop. Green light is no signal.Red light is with 

signal. 

Automatic switch:Under the touch panel,it is the switch button.Green light is no signal.Red 

light is with signal. 

The lights mentioned above has to be in red light,then the machine will be in automatic 

operation status. 

 

Page jumps: 

Each page you see on the touch panel,you can jump to any other page that you want to go. 

There’re automatic,semi-auto,parameter,alarm,monitor pages. 

Click any of them, you can go to each page that you need to go.  
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Click“Semi-auto”,there’re more functions on the right side. When you click each button of 

them, it will be started.  

  

 

When you see“Automatic”on the top left side is green,it means that the machine is in the 
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status of semi-auto operation. 

 

Bag open position:M type bag will be take off from carton and lift up by the bag 

turning plate.The bigger the bag is ,the longer the distance that the bag turning plate 

will open. 

Film releasing position:After inserting the bag 

Bag inserting standby：When the machine doesnot insert the bag into carton,the machine will 

be in standby status. 

Seizing film position: The film seize mechanism will move to the position where is ready to 

seize the film(It is to adjust the size that will fit for the bag and carton). 

Servo speed: Adjust the servo motor’s running speed. 

Initial film length: When machine is in standby status, the length of the remaining film you 

preset. 

Note:Set in 0.1 second units. If the set value is 4, the actual film output time is 0.4 

seconds. The length of time determines the length of the film. Please set it according to the 

actual production needs. But the maximum setting is 14.  

Note: Set in 0.01 second unit. If the set value is 100, the actual film output time is 1 second. 

The length of time determines the length of the film. Please set according to actual 
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production 

needs. But the maximum setting is 200. 

 

3.4Pneumatic parts description: 

1）1) The most important thing for the use and maintenance of pneumatic components is the 

cleanliness of the air source. Therefore, it is necessary to maintain the cleaning of the air 

supply from time to time. 
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2）Provide sufficient air supply to ensure component operation while pressure is set at 

6-8KG/CM
2
 

3）Cylinder:Wipe the shaft often to prevent dust from penetrating into the piston and causing 

air leakage. 

4）Air pipe maintenance:If the pneumatic pipe needs to be disassembled and repaired, it is 

necessary to pay attention to whether the air pipe has a folded pipe when it is to be 

repositioned. If it happens, please quickly turn it to the air to prevent gas blockage.  

5）Maintenance: 

A.Check if the amount of oil is sufficient. If it is insufficient, please add it and 

use the oil specially for pressure. The concentration should not be too high. 

           B.Check the filter cup and check to see if the water volume is too much. If 

there is too much water, it must be drained. 

           C.Use the pressure adjustment knob to adjust the air pressure to 6-8KG/CM
2 

                      
D.In the case of shutdown or maintenance work, it is necessary to remove 

the residual gas in the pipe for personal safety.  

 

3.4 Circuit diagram: 
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4.Safety Precautions: 

   Please pay attention to the safety signs of this 

machine. Please pay attention to safety when using it to 

avoid injury. 
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1. Electrical box, junction box is attached as shown in Figure 1-1 

Warning sign", except for operator and electrical maintenance 

The personnel can open the operation and maintenance during operation or maintenance.  

Other people are forbidden to open 

2. The transmission part of the machine is affixed with the “Transmission hazard 

warning sign” as shown in Figure 1-2. Please pay attention to the danger that the 

clothes and hands will be involved in the operation of the machine. Please confirm 

that the machine is in the stop state for maintenance.  

3. The blade part is affixed with the "blade sharp warning mark" as shown in Figure 1-3. 

Please pay attention to the risk of hand cut when repairing or feeding the film. 

 

Users should read this manual carefully before using the machine. Special care should 

be taken during use. Before starting the machine, carefully check whether someone or 

someone's body parts are in contact with the machine. No professional training or 

non-professionals are prohibited from repairing the machine 

6.Troubleshooting and repair: 
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When there is a problem with the machine, please check if the following items are 

normal: 

a) Enter the electric control box INPUT power supply is AC220V; 

b) Whether all air switches NFB are tripped or damaged; 

c) Whether the PLC input and output lights are on, please refer to the touch screen I/O 

TABLE for comparison; 

1、The motor does not turn, please follow the steps below to check: 

a) Check the inverter parameters according to the instructions; 

b) Check if the input voltage of the inverter (S310-210) normal (AC220V); 

c) Make sure that the air switch that controls the inverter is ON; 

d) The frequency converter has frequency output, check whether U, V, W have voltage: there 

is voltage, then check if the motor line is loose, the wiring is not loose, please change the 

motor; there is no voltage, please change the inverter; 

e) Check if the PLC has output. Touch panel output the screen. 

2、Servo motor does not turn: 

a)Input power supply voltage is normal(AC220V); 

b) Is the servo overloaded.(x5.x6,x7) 

c)Servo motor servo over limit. 

e) Air switch cut to ON; 

f) Check if the PLC has output. Touch panel output the screen. 

3、Conveyor line does not turn： 

a) Check if the motor and the drive shaft are connected properly; 

b) Check if the drive shaft and the roller connection belt are disconnected ; 
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4、Cylinder does not move: 

a) Check if the gas supply is normal; 

B) Check if the PLC has an output signal; 

C)Check for looseness at the line connector. 

5、The film cannot be opened： 

a) Check if the film seizing cylinder is normal； 

b) Detect if the silicone roller is damaged; 

C)Check if the position of the film is moderate。 

D)The film cylinder clamps whether the film is even on both sides. 

6、Sealing is not good: 

a）Check if the transformer is powered normally, input 220V, output 48V; 

b）Check if the control circuit is faulty, solid state relay, contactor is intact; 

C)Check if the heating strip is damaged; 

D)Is the heating time setting normal. 

7、 Film sticks on the cutter： 

A)Check if the high temperature resistant cloth on both sides of the seal is damaged ; 

B)Is the heating time too long? Lead to fusion with high temperature resistant cloth. 

8、Film cannot be cut off 

a) Whether the film cutting servo motor is running; 

b) Whether the servo motor speed is adjusted; 

c) Can the butterfly type of blade cut off the film? 

d) Is the butterfly type of blade damaged? 


